
Nylon Bolt Cap
Screw

INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTION

● Please read the instructions carefully, get to know our shower seat and get 
   prepared with the reauired tool in advance. Follow the instructions to install the 
   shower seat correctly. This will help avoiding harming you and your family and 
   your property.
● Please keep the instructions available after reading it carefully
● Please subject to the real products when the instructions are different from the 
    real products. If there is any new update to products and its accessories, we will 
    give no further notice.

NOTE

Cautions

Intallation Tools  Needed

Socket wrenchHammerDrilling machine

Shower seat

INSTALLATION

Shower seat and Accessory set

*Note:The drilling bit is 10mm, and the drilling depth is greater than or equal to 6.5cm

4. After installation, fold up the seat when not to 
use it and unfold it when to use.

1. Firstly, drill 5 holes in the wall according to the 
screw holes of our shower seats (the drilling bit is 
10mm , the holes depth is 6.5cm, based on the length 
of screws).Then use the hammer to knock the 
Nylon Bolt Caps into the wall holes. 

2. Place the shower seat on the wall，align the screw 
holes with the wall holes,and then tighten the screws 
with a socket wrench.

3. Cover the chrome base cover tightly.

1: Please confirm whether the wall is a load-bearing pond before drilling;
2: Before drilling, please confirm whether there is a water pipe at the hole position;
3: Check whether the product accessories are complete before installation;
4: Make sure the drill bit is 10mm in size.
5: Make sure the hole depth is 6.5cm
6: The recommended heigth between the seat and ground is about 40-48cm.
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The 5 holes here are the wall mounting 
holes for the shower seat lock

88°

Height 41CM, 
sitting board height 43CM

Nylon Bolt Cap x5

Screw x5

Mounting Hole 
Guiding Sticker x1

Chrome Base Cover x1

Parts

*Note:The drilling bit is 10mm, and the drilling 
          depth is greater than or equal to 6.5cm

Mounting hole pitch positioning sticker


